
 

 

 

HAWKE OPTICS ADDS 34MM TACTICAL SCOPE RINGS TO EXPANDED LINEUP 

 

New Tactical Scope Rings in 34mm Brings the Lineup to 67 Different Size Options for Shooters  
 

 
Hawke® Optics, the leader in high-quality, high-value precision sporting optics and mounts, is proud to announce the 
expansion of their exceptional Tactical Scope Ring Mounts to include four new 34mm size options. This brings the 
company’s total number of SKUs to 67 different models, giving shooters more mounting possibilities. 
 
These scope rings are made from high-grade aluminum that is anodized with a matte black finish. Internal cushioning 
prevents damage to your scope and triple Torx-head screws on each side firmly clamp your scope in place and hold 
it tight, even under adverse conditions and excessive recoil. These new rings come in medium and high mounting 
heights available in both 9-11mm and Weaver configurations for mounting. The best scope in the world is only as 
good as the rings used to mount it to the rifle. That’s why Hawke Optics added to their already impressive lineup of 
scope mounts and rings, bringing the line to an impressive 67 variations. This gives you options to make the perfect 
rifle/optic combinations for the utmost in accuracy and precision from a company that knows how to get on target. 
For more information, go to the Hawke Optics website. 

 
About Hawke 
#VISIONACCOMPLISHED. Hawke is a worldwide market leader at the forefront of optical performance with class-
leading innovation and design offering a complete line of sport optics from rifle, crossbow, shotgun and air gun 
scopes to binoculars, spotting scopes and accessories. Accuracy, strength and precision; Hawke optics blend iconic 
design, exceptional engineering and unrivalled craftsmanship to create an unforgettable viewing experience. As 
awareness of Hawke Sport Optics continues to grow, more customers are trusting Hawke as the unquestioned 
industry leader in optics.  Learn more at www.hawkeoptics.com. 
 
Follow the #Hawkelife lifestyle hub and connect with us on social media: 
 

 
 

    
 
Editor’s Note: For downloadable hi-res images and press releases, visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 

 

 


